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Aurelius Kepion, formerly of Pieria.

46. Donation of a Judean Synagogue
Stobi (Macedonia). IJO I Mac1 = CIJ 694 = DFSJ 10 = GRA I 73 =
PH150506.
Second to third century CE
Column of marble, now in the Belgrade National Museum (inv.
no. 18/IV). The inscription was found inside a fifth-century Christian basilica, which is built upon a synagogue, itself built upon a
smaller synagogue, which was, in turn, a renovation of a private
villa. This earliest stratum is likely the house of Claudius Tiberius
Polycharmos.

Claudius Tiberius Polycharmos, also called Achyrios, the father of the
synagogue in Stobi, who has conducted his whole life according to Judean
custom, in fulfillment of a vow has donated the rooms (oikoi) to the holy
place and the dining room with three benches (triclinium), along with a
portico with four rows of columns (tetrastoon), from his own resources
without touching the holy revenues at all. All authority over all the upper
rooms and the ownership is retained by me, Claudius Tiberius Polycharmos, and by my heirs as long as they are alive. Whoever wants to introduce
a novelty against my decision shall pay 250,000 denarii to the patriarch.
For this seemed good to me. The repair of the roof tiles of the upper rooms
will be done by me and my heirs.

47. Honors by Sacred Object Bearers for a Benefactor (with a
Relief of Anubis)
Thessalonica (Macedonia). IG X/2.1 58 = SIRIS 109 = Nigdelis
2010, no. 2 = PH137240.
First century BCE to first century CE
Narrow slab of gray marble with a decorated triangular top (pediment with acroteria), now in the Thessaloniki Archaeological
Museum (inv. no. ΜΘ 1254). In the center there is a relief of the
Egyptian deity Anubis draped and standing on a small base, encircled by a wreath (figure 6).

For Aulus Papius Chilon who established the meeting place (oikos). The
sacred object bearers (hieraphoroi) and fellow banqueters (synklitai): Scanius Felix, Salarius Nikephoros, Lucilius Bassus, Priamos son of Apollonios, Primos son of Archepolis, Dosenius Bacchios, Julius Secundus,
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gods will not be gracious to them or to their children, nor will the earth
bear fruit for the offender.

Phrygia
145. Honors by a Judean Synagogue for Julia Severa and
Others
Akmoneia area, Ercis (Phrygia). IJO II 168 = CIJ 766 = PH270132.
Late first century or early second century CE
Slab of white marble with a panel, now in the museum at Afyon
Karahisar.

The building (or: house; oikos), which was built by Julia Severa, was renovated by P. Tyrronius Klados, head of the synagogue for life, Lucius son of
Lucius, also head of the synagogue, and Publius Zotikos, leader (archōn),
from their own resources and from the common deposit. They decorated
the walls and ceiling, made the windows secure, and took care of all the
rest of the decoration. The synagogue honored them with a gold shield
because of their virtuous disposition, goodwill, and diligence in relation
to the synagogue.

146. Honors by Clothing Cleaners for a Prefect and
Sebastophant
Akmoneia (Phrygia). MAMA VI, p. 149 (no. 164) = IGRR IV 643
= PH272554.
98–117 CE
T. Flavius Montanus was also a benefactor at Ephesos, where he
contributed structures in the theater, dedicating them to Artemis,
Trajan, and the People of Ephesians (IEph 2037, 2061, 2063). A
sebastophant, or revealer of the Augusti, played an important role
in mysteries for the emperors and imperial family members as gods
(comparable to the hierophant in other mysteries).

For good fortune! T. Flavius Montanus son of Hiero of the tribe of Quirina, prefect of the artisans (eparchon techneitōn = praefectus fabrum) for
the second time, high priest of Asia in the temple of the Assembly of Asia
in Ephesos, revealer of the Augusti (sebastophantēs), and director of contests for life. The guild (synergasia) of clothing cleaners (gnapheis) honored their own benefactor.
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147. Dedication of a Statue of Council Personified by Dyers
Hierapolis (Phrygia). SEG 41 (1991), no. 1201 = PH273100.
ca. 100–150 CE
Large base of marble found in the theater.

The guild (technē) of dyers (bapheis) dedicated this to the Council, and
Glykonianos Menandros son of Glykon, Gaius Julius Lucius Crescens of
the Fabian tribe, Gaius Baevius Glykon II, and Antiochos son of Zosimos
were responsible to setting it up.

148. Dedication to Dionysos Kathegemon by a Hierophant
Hierapolis (Phrygia). SEG 41 (1991), no. 1202 = PH273101.
Second century CE
Base of marble found near the theater.

C. Ambibius Phrygianos, the revealer of sacred things (hierophantēs), dedicated this to Dionysos Kathegemon (“Dionysos the Leader”).

149. Grave of a Judean Family Mentioning a Synagogue
Hierapolis (Phrygia). IJO II 191 = Miranda 1999, 124 (no. 14) =
SEG 49 (1999), no. 1827 = AÉ (1999), no. 1585a–b.
ca. 200 CE (A); post-250 CE (B)
Reused limestone coffin (sarcophagus) in the northern necropolis.

(A) The grave, the burial ground beneath it, and the area around
it belong to Nikotimos Lykidas son of Artemisios. In it he has
buried Apphia, his wife. A copy of this inscription was stored
in the archives. Judean.
(B) The grave and the place around it belong to Aurelius Heortasios Julianus, from Tripolis, Judean, now living in Hierapolis.
In it he and his wife Glykonis will be buried, and let their
children be buried here as well. It is not lawful for anyone else
to be buried in it. If someone does such things, he will pay two
silver coins to the most holy synagogue (synagōgē).

150. Grave of a Judean Family Mentioning the Settlement of
the Judeans
Hierapolis (Phrygia). IJO II 205 = IHierapJ 212 = CIJ 775 =
Miranda 1999, 44 (no. 16) = PH271826.
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ca. 150–200 CE
Limestone coffin (sarcophagus) located in the northern necropolis.

This grave and the surrounding place belong to Aurelia Augusta daughter
of Zotikos. In it she, her husband, who is called Glykonianos, also known
as Hagnos, and their children will be buried. But if anyone else is buried
here, the violator will pay a fine of three hundred denarii to the settlement (katoikia) of the Judeans who are settled in Hierapolis and one hundred denarii to the one who found out about the violation. A copy of this
inscription was stored in the archives of the Judeans.

151. Grave of a Judean Family Mentioning the People of the
Judeans
Hierapolis (Phrygia). IJO II 206 = IHierapJ 69 = Miranda 1999,
118–19 (no. 5).
ca. 150–200 CE
Limestone coffin (sarcophagus) in the northern necropolis (figure
10).

The grave and the burial ground beneath it together with the base and the
place belong to Aurelia Glykonis daughter of Ammianos, and her husband
Marcus Aurelius Alexandros Theophilos, also known as Aphelias, both
Judeans. They will be buried in it, but it is not lawful for anyone else to be
buried in it. If this is violated, the guilty one will pay a fine of one thousand denarii to the people (laos) of the Judeans. A copy of this inscription
was stored in the archives.

152. Grave of Publius Aelius Glykon Mentioning Purple Dyers
and Carpet Weavers
Hierapolis (Phrygia). IJO II 196 = SEG 46 (1996), no. 1656 =
Miranda 1999, 131–32 (no. 23).
150–250 CE
Limestone coffin (sarcophagus) located in the southeastern necro
polis near the remains of the Martyrium of St. Philip (figure 11).

This grave and the burial ground beneath it together with the surrounding
area belong to Publius Aelius Glykon Zeuxianos Aelianus and to Aurelia Amia daughter of Amianos Seleukos. In it he will bury himself, his
wife, and his children, but no one else is permitted to be buried here. He
left behind 200 denarii for the grave-crowning ceremony to the most holy
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Figure 10
Grave mentioning the “people of the Judeans” at Hierapolis (151; photo by Harland).

Figure 11
Grave of P. Aelius Glykon from Hierapolis (152; photo by Harland).
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presidency of the purple dyers (porphyrobapheis), so that it would produce
from the interest enough for each to take a share in the seventh month
during the festival of Unleavened Bread. Likewise he also left behind 150
denarii for the grave-crowning ceremony to the sanhedrin (synedrion)
of carpet weavers (akairodapistai), so that the revenues from the interest
should be distributed, half during the festival of Kalends on the eighth day
of the fourth month and half during the festival of Pentecost. A copy of
this inscription was stored in the archives.

153. Honors by Institutions and Associations for a Civic
Leader
Hierapolis (Phrygia). IHierapJ 32 = IGRR IV 818 = PH271647.
pre-212 CE
Column of white marble found in “the halls” near the theater.

The most distinguished Council (?), the most distinguished People of
Hierapolis, the elders’ council (gerousia), the sanhedrin (synedrion) of
Romans, the young men (neoi), and the many synods honored Gaius
Ageleius Apollonides of the Aniensis tribe, member of the virtuous councilors, commander of the city, market overseer, member of the Board of
Ten, leader of the association (conventus) of the Romans, provider of the
oil, auditor of public accounts, director of public works, and useful in
meeting imperial needs.

154. Grave of P. Aelius Hermogenes Mentioning Dyers
Hierapolis (Phrygia). IHierapJ 195 = PH271809.
ca. 138–212 CE
Coffin (sarcophagus) from the northern necropolis.

This grave and area belongs to Publius Aelius Hermogenes son of Charopeinos (?). His son (?) will be buried in it, his wife has been buried in
it, and Hermogenes will be buried in it as well, but no one else. But if
someone violates this by burying someone else here, that person will pay
2,500 denarii to the most holy treasury (?), 1,600 denarii to Apollo, and
800 denarii to the one prosecuting the case. The guild (ergasia) of dyers
(bapheis) will supervise the grave. He has provided the grave-crowning
funds, as contained in the inscription about the grave-crowning funds, in
order that the grave-crowning funds be given each year in the amount of
1,000 denarii . . . a copy of this inscription has been stored in the archives.
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The remainder of the inscription (lines 29–94) is a poetic
retelling and expansion of the incidents above in the form
of a hymn. In its description of the temple, the hymn mentions “seats and dining couches” which were installed
“ for the feast to which the god invites us.” The hymn also
expands on a description of the victory at the trial which,
the hymn claims, was a result of Sarapis himself paralyzing the opponents as if they were statues that could not
utter the charges. The hymn also mentions that there was
a mixed crowd of foreigners (xenoi) attending the trial,
which took place within the temple itself.

222. Honors by Israelites for Benefactors
Delos (Cyclades). IJO I Ach 66 and 67 = SEG 32 (1982), 810 and
809 = NewDocs VIII 12b and NewDocs VIII 12a = PH215712 and
PH215711.
ca. 250–175 BCE (A); ca. 150–50 BCE (B)
Slabs of white marble with large wreaths.

(A) The Israelites on Delos who contribute toward the holy temple
on (or: contribute toward sacred and holy) Gerizim honored
Menippos son of Artemidoros from Herakleia, himself and
his descendants, who furnished and dedicated from his own
resources on account of a prayer (proseuchē) of God (or: in
fulfillment of a vow to God; or: for the prayer house of God)
. . . (about two lines missing) and they crowned him with a
gold crown and . . . (the rest of inscription missing).
(B) The Israelites on Delos who contribute to the temple on (or:
to sacred) Gerizim crown with a gold crown Sarapion son of
Jason from Knossos because of his beneficence toward them.

223. Honorary Decree of Tyrian Immigrants for a Member
and Priest
Delos (Cyclades). IDelos 1519 = IDelosChoix 85 = PH63955.
153/152 BCE
Delian marble, now in the Louvre. This honorary decree was passed
by an association of immigrants from Tyre in Phoenicia for a fellow member of the association. Several different terms for an “association,” “gathering,” or “meeting” are used in this decree (e.g.,
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99 BCE (October 17–November 15)
Papyrus (10 ´ 24.5 cm), now at Graz, Universität Ms. I 1933 and
Manchester, John Rylands Library Gr. 586. The term “Persian of
descent” seems to be used in this period to refer to a Hellenizing
Egyptian that had risen above the status of a “mere” Egyptian.
While the term perhaps originally referred to members of the Persian military settlement or their descendants, all such “Persians”
in the early Ptolemaic period bear Greek names and lack any clear
indication of military status.

. . . Persian of the descent of the village of Aphrodite Bernike Polis . . . from
their common money, the sum of fifty-three talents, . . . thousand drachmas in copper, with an interest rate of two drachmas per month for each
mina (i.e., 24 percent per year). Let Demetrios repay the fifty-three talents
and . . . thousand drachmas with interest in the . . . month of the sixteenth
year, to the lenders or to the treasurer of the association (koinon) who will
be appointed for that year. If he does not repay the loan in accordance with
what is written here, Demetrios must repay to the lenders or to the treasurer of the association who will be immediately appointed both the loan
and the interest when the time that has been indicated has elapsed. The
surety for all the provisions in this agreement guaranteeing full payment
is Demetrios’ wife Asklepias daughter of Sosibios, a Persian of the descent,
acting with the same guardian. The right of execution shall be with the
lender or with the treasurer of the association who will be appointed, on
both of them or against whichever they should choose, and against all of
their possessions, as if by a legal decision. The contract is valid.
(secondhand) Simaristos, aged about sixty, bald with a long face and
a scar on the right forehead; Didymos, aged about fifty-three years, with
his forehead bald and a long and smooth face, with a scar under this
right . . .; Demetrios, aged about thirty-three, smaller than . . . on the
ankle, and a scar on the right temple and another just below it.

C yrenaica
305. Honors by a Corporate Body of Judeans for a Benefactor
Berenike (Cyrenaica). IBerenike 18 = SEG 16 (1976), no. 931 =
CJZC 70.
Late first century BCE (March 30)
Slab of marble with moulded gable and moulded base, heavily worn
on the top left section (hence the fragmentary beginning). The
term politeuma (translated “corporate body” in this volume), which
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can also be used in reference to a body of citizens (as at Chios), is
attested for associations of various types, including those formed
by military settlers (see the inscriptions from Sidon, under Syria). It
does not necessarily connote a body formally recognized by political institutions as previously believed (see Lüderitz 1994). This
group uses the same self-designation in another inscription, and it
seems that the same group also referred to itself as a “synagogue” in
later decades (see 306–7).

In third year on the fifth of Phamenoth, during the leadership (archonship) of . . . (missing names) . . . Dorion son of Ptolemaios, Zela . . . son of
Gnaius, Ariston son of Arasas (?), . . . son of Andromachos, Nikias son
of . . . , Name son of Simon.
Whereas Decimus Valerius Dionysios son of Gaius . . . is an honorable
and good man and continues . . . and does good whenever he is able, both
for the community and for each of the citizens individually, and . . . he had
the amphitheater floors plastered and the walls painted.
The leaders and the corporate body (politeuma) of the Judeans in Berenike resolved to engrave his name in the . . . and to be free from services (leitourgia) of every kind. Likewise they resolved to also crown him
with an olive crown and wool ribbon at each meeting (synodos) and new
moon. Now after they have engraved the decree on a monument of white
Parian stone, let the leaders (archontes) place it in a conspicuous place in
the amphitheater.
All pebbles white (i.e., unanimous positive results of the vote).
Decimus Valerius Dionysios son of Gaius plastered the floors and
painted the amphitheater at his own expense, a contribution to the corporate body.

306. Honors by a Corporate Body of Judeans for a Roman
Provincial Official
Berenike (Cyrenaica). IBerenike 17 = CJZC 71 = IGRR I 1024.
24 CE (if the fifty-fifth year refers to the Actian era) or, less likely,
41 BCE (if it refers to the Cyrenaican era)
Slab of marble, in the Musée St. Raymond at Toulouse in 1977. The
presence of a Roman citizen within the Judean group at the time of
this inscription suggests that the date of 24 CE is more likely.

In the fifty-fifth year, on the twenty-fifth of Phaoph, at the assembly of
the feast of Tabernacles, during the leaderships (archonships) of Kleandros son of Stratonikos, Euphranor son of Ariston, Sosigenes son of Sosippos, Andromachos son of Andromachos, Marcus Laeilius Onasion son of
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Apollonios, Philonides son of Hagemon, Autokles son of Zenon, Sonikos
son of Theodotos, and Josepos son of Straton:
Whereas Marcus Tittius son of Sextus, member of the Aemilia tribe,
an excellent man has, since he arrived in the province over public affairs,
performed his governorship over these affairs in a good and humane manner and has always displayed a calm disposition in his behavior. He has
shown himself to be nonburdensome not only in these affairs but also
with the citizens who meet with him individually. Furthermore, in performing his governorship in a useful way for the Judeans of our corporate
body (politeuma), both individually and as a group, he never fails to live
up to his own noble rank.
For these reasons, the leaders and the corporate body of Judeans in
Berenike decided to praise him, to crown him by name at each gathering
and new moon with a crown of olive branches and ribbon, and to have the
leaders engrave the decree on a monument of Parian stone which is to be
set up in the most prominent place in the amphitheater. All pebbles white
(i.e., unanimous positive results of the vote).

307. List of Donors to the Renovation of a Synagogue Building
Berenike (Cyrenaica). IBerenike 16 = CJZC 72 = SEG 17 (1977),
no. 823.
55 CE (December 3)
Marble panel with a moulding on the left and right, found reused
in ancient walls but likely destroyed in World War II. Most of the
donors are designated by their role as leader (archon), with one designated as a priest. Two of the donors of five drachmas are women.

(column 1)
In the second year of emperor Nero Claudius Caesar Drusus Germanicus, on the sixth of the month of Choiach. It seemed good to the synagogue of the Judeans in Berenike that they should inscribe on a monument
of Parian stone the names of those who contributed toward the restoration
of the synagogue (synagōgē):
Zenion son of Zoilos, leader (archōn): ten drachmas; Eisidoros son of
Doseitheos, leader: ten drachmas; Doseitheos son of Ammonion, leader:
ten drachmas; Pratis son of Ionathas, leader: ten drachmas; Karnedas
son of Cornelius, leader: ten drachmas; Herakleides son of Herakleides,
leader: ten drachmas; Thaliarchos son of Dositheos, leader: ten drachmas;
Sosibios son of Iason, leader: ten drachmas; Pratomedes son of Sokrates,
leader: ten drachmas; Antigonos son of Straton, leader: ten drachmas;
Kartisthenes son of Archias, priest (hiereus): ten drachmas; Lysanias son
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of Lysanias: twenty-five drachmas; Zenodoros son of Theuphilos: twentyeight drachmas; Marion son of . . . Name: twenty-five drachmas . . .
(column 2)
Alexandros son of Euphranor: five drachmas; Eisidora daughter of
Serapion: five drachmas; Zosime daughter of Terpolios: five drachmas;
Polon son of Dositheos: five drachmas.

Italy and the W estern Provinces
Italy
308. Donation to the Association of Silvanus
Caposele (Lucania, Italy). CIL X 444 = ILS 3546 = Waltzing 1895–
1900, vol. 3, no. 1636.
81–96 CE (time of emperor Domitian)
Latin inscription.

Dedicated to Silvanus, in fulfillment of a vow for the welfare of our
emperor Domitian Augustus.
Lucius Domitius Phaon, in order to ensure for all time the cult, the
maintenance, and the sacrifices for the members who are now in the association (collegium) of Silvanus and who will be in the future, has allotted
his own estates (fundus)—called “Iunianus,” “Lollianus,” “Percennianus,”
and “Statuleianus”—along with their villas and enclosed territories. He
has also stipulated that the income that comes from the aforementioned
estates shall be used on the following days: on the Kalends of January
(January 1); on the third of the Ides of February (February 13), which is
the birthday of our Empress Domitiana; on the fifth of the Kalends of July
(June 27), which is the dedication of the association to Silvanus; on the
twelfth of the Kalends of July (July 20) at the Rose festival (rosalia); and,
on the ninth of the Kalends of November (October 23), which is the birthday of our Domitian Augustus. They shall perform the sacred ceremonies
in his presence, and those in the association (collegium) shall gather for a
banquet under the supervision of the magistrates (magistri) for that year.
(line 20)
They shall do everything mentioned above without deceit, and so that
all know that it is for the welfare of our most excellent leader (princeps)
and lord (dominus) that the estates listed below [sic] have been dedicated
and the days of sacrifice fixed. Further, the area—the field and the forest
situated in the reserve and which is delimited by the borders around the

